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Abstract. In their effort to control and manage processes, organizations often
create process models. The quality of such models is not always optimal,
because it is challenging for a modeler to translate her mental image of the
process into a formal process description. In order to support this complex
human processing task, we are developing a smart process modeling method.
This paper describes how we have built the underlying prescriptive theory,
which is constructed from existing evidence about successful information
processing techniques in cognitive psychology.
Keywords: business process management, business process modeling, human
aspects of bpm, smart bpm, process of process modeling
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Introduction

In an ever-increasing competitive market and in the context of globalization, masscustomization and risk management, it is currently considered important for
organizations to manage and control their core processes. One of the instruments
developed to support process management are process models, i.e., representations of
certain aspects of the process that abstract from individual process executions [1].
Process models are typically constructed to support communication, documentation, analysis, simulation, execution, etc. [1]. Quality of process models can
thus be seen as a measure of how well the model succeeds in supporting the goal: i.e.
the fit-for-purpose. Hence, various process model quality variables and metrics have
been studied and developed, related to different goals [2, 3]
As such, the business process management community has developed a good
understanding of what constitutes a ‘good’ process model. In contrast, far less is
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known about how to build such a ‘good’ process model. Although in the past
researchers have studied how process models are currently constructed [4, 5] and
what principles to keep in mind when creating a process model [6, 7], we are not
convinced that a sufficient answer to this question has been formulated.
Therefore, we started a methodological approach towards the development of a
quality-oriented process modeling method. This approach consists of three phases.
First, a set of more than 1.000 observations of modeling sessions was collected and
analyzed [8, 9]. Second, we are currently completing the knowledge generation phase
guided by the work of Gregor, et al. about theory building [10]. Third, the produced
knowledge will serve as the base for developing a practical method containing
concrete steps on how to successfully approach a process modeling task.
In the knowledge generation phase, we first constructed a descriptive theory that
can be used to explain our observations. This is the Structured Process Modeling
Theory [11], which is discussed in more detail further in this paper. Being an
explanatory theory, it describes potential mechanisms about when and why people
make mistakes during process modeling. In order to develop a method in the next
phase of the research, this theory first needs to evolve towards a prescriptive theory.
Such a theory goes beyond the explanation of the occurrence of mistakes and tries to
formulate rules on how to avoid making mistakes in the first place [10]. The evolution
from explanatory towards prescriptive theory is the contribution of this paper.
The development of a method that comprises the concrete implementation of these
rules and that addresses the practical issues is out of the scope of this paper and has to
be considered as future research. For now, the focus is on the conceptual solution,
rather than on the practical method. We refer to the work of Gregor, et al. [10] for a
deeper understanding about the distinction between an explanatory theory, a
predictive theory and a practical method.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3
provides the theoretical background. Section 5 describes the developed prescriptive
theory. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion.

2

Related work

Related work includes research about process model quality and about how people
construct process models. State of the art of both research streams is discussed below.
2.1

Process model quality

Process model quality is investigated in conceptual terms by the development of
top-down quality frameworks. They employ ontological and semiotic theories to
provide a structured overview of the relations between various aspects of modeling
and to identify potential quality issues for each relation. Examples are the (more
general) Conceptual Modeling Quality Framework (CMQF) [12] and the (process
model oriented) semiotic quality framework (SEQUAL) [13]. Both frameworks are
based on the LSS framework by Lindland [14] and thus make a distinction between
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the correct use of symbols (syntactic quality), the correct intended meaning of the
symbols (semantic quality), and the correct actual understanding of the symbols by
the model readers (pragmatic quality).
Further, bottom-up quality metrics describe how concrete, quantifiable properties
of process models are related to various quality dimensions. In the course of the years,
an abundance of metrics has been defined and related to quality dimensions. Instead
of discussing those metrics here, the reader is referred to the extensive literature
reviews of Sánchez-González [2] and De Meyer [3].
Next, through empirical surveys researches have tried to gather information about
the success of process modeling techniques. Recker, et al. compared modeling
techniques and derived improvement opportunities about process decomposition,
declarative modeling, process model lifecycle, context and modeling conventions
[15]. Rosemann distracted from focus groups and semi-structured interviews a list of
22 pitfalls related to strategy, stakeholders, requirements, practicalities, futureorientation and maintenance that characterize unsuccessful process modeling [16].
Concerning pragmatic guidelines for process modeling, little research exists.
Mendling, et al. formulated Seven Process Modeling Guidelines (7PMG), which
advise to use few elements, minimize routing paths, use single start and end event,
model structured, avoid OR construct, use verb-object labels, and to decompose big
models [7]. Further, Becker, et al. formulated Guidelines of Modeling (GoM) about
correctness, relevance, economic efficiency, clarity, comparability and systematic
design of process models. The guidelines of 7PMG and GoM are criticized to lack
support for the modeler on how to achieve these desired process model characteristics
during modeling [17]. For such practical support, it appears that modelers have to
trust on their experience and on emerged best practices [7, 18].
2.2

The process of process modeling

Researchers have studied how people typically construct process models in a
research stream they called “the process of process modeling” [19]. Recker, et al.
identified five methods that novices apply to construct a process model: textual
design, flowchart design, hybrid design, storyboard design, and canvas design [20].
Pinggera, et al. coded modeling observations in sequences of adding, deleting and
laying out model elements and used clustering techniques to define three modeling
styles: slower modeling/more reconciliation, slower modeling/less reconciliation, and
faster modeling/less reconciliation [5]. Sedrakyan, et al. performed a process mining
analysis on observational data and concluded that process modeling seems to require
more effort than data modeling, and that in general it seems to be a successful tactic to
start with the essence and iteratively add details to your model, which results in a
quick growth of the model at the start and a slower pace of adding elements later on
when thinking about the more challenging details [21]. To conclude, Claes, et al.
described various patterns of process modeling, ranging from timing and spread of
creation, movement and deletion of model elements to more general modeling
patterns such as the process modeling styles discussed in Section 3.1 [9, 11].
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3

Theoretical background

The sections hereafter describe the development of the prescriptive theory, which
is the main contribution of this paper. First, this section briefly presents the existing
knowledge on which the developed theory is based.
3.1

Process modeling styles

In recent research we identified three main process modeling styles: flow-oriented,
aspect-oriented and combined process modeling [11]. They are described below.
Flow-oriented process modeling is a strategy where the modeler constructs the
process model following the control flow order of the process. The model elements
are created, laid out and formatted in blocks from the start towards the end of the
process. Every block is first completely finished, before the modeler turns to the next
one. It is up to the modeler to decide what she considers a ‘block’.
Aspect-oriented process modeling is a strategy where the modeler constructs the
process model by focusing consecutively on different aspects of the whole model,
such as content, structure, lay-out, formatting, etc. The process model is thus
constructed iteratively. In each iteration another aspect of the model is considered
from start to end. It is up to the modeler to decide when to address which aspects.
Combined process modeling is a strategy where the elements of the model are
created in a flow-oriented way, now and then interspersed with a phase where the
modeler works on a particular aspect of the partial model so far (for example
interrupting the creation of elements to first layout the partial model so far).
3.2

The Structured Process Modeling Theory (SPMT)

The Structured Process Modeling Theory (SPMT) [11] is a descriptive theory that
explains why mistakes are made during process modeling. Mistakes are defined as
errors that are caused by cognitive failure, rather than by missing knowledge (about
the process or about process modeling). Mistakes can thus be seen as cognitive
imperfections during modeling that hinder a modeler to accomplish her intentions.
Assuming perfect modeling intentions and perfect knowledge, mistakes would thus be
the only reason a modeler doesn’t create a perfect high quality model. The SPMT
blames cognitive overload of the modeler’s working memory due to the complexity of
modeling for the occurrence of modeling mistakes.
It states that cognitive overload can be avoided if one (i) serializes the modeling
approach (i.e., divide the modeling task into subtasks that are handled consecutively
rather than simultaneously), (ii) in a structured way (i.e., applying a consistent and
logical approach), (iii) that fits with the relevant properties of the modeler (i.e., the
approach matches the cognitive style and preferences of the modeler).
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5

Evidence collection

The SPMT identifies learning style, field dependency and need for structure as
relevant cognitive drivers of the modeler [11]. An in-depth study of various
personality factors revealed that mainly these three factors relate to the structuredness
of cognitive processing during modeling. In order to transform the SPMT into a
prescriptive theory, more details about the drivers - being the principal independent
variables of the theory - need to be known and relative priorities in the described
effects have to be determined. Therefore, we conducted a targeted literature review to
collect evidence about the existent prescriptive knowledge related to these cognitive
drivers, which is presented in this section. For the sake of brevity, the referenced
sources are limited to a minimal amount of different papers.
4.1

Learning style

Learning style is defined by Keefe as “characteristic cognitive, affective, and
psychological behaviors that serve as relatively stable indicators of how learners
perceive, interact with, and respond to the learning environment” [22], p. 4. A
person’s learning style can be classified using various dimensions such as the
perception, input, organization, processing and understanding style for handling
information [23]. In the context of the SPMT only the understanding dimension is
considered: i.e., sequential versus global learning. The Index of Learning Styles [23]
contains 11 questions that rate someone’s understanding learning style. It results in an
odd integer score between -11 (global learner) and +11 (sequential learner).
Table 1. Overview of relevant knowledge related to learning style
Sequential learners…
“… follow linear reasoning processes when solving problems” [23], p. 679
“… learn best when material is presented in a steady progression of complexity and difficult” [23], p. 679
“… absorb information and acquire understanding of material in small connected chunks” [24], p. 289
“… progress logically, step-by-step” [25], p. 92
“… move to a different context only when he or she has assimilated one portion thoroughly” [25], p. 92
“… ask questions about much narrower relations and their hypotheses are specific” [26], p. 130
Global learners…
“… make intuitive leaps and may be unable to explain how they came up with solutions” [23], p. 679
“… sometimes do better by jumping directly to more complex and difficult material” [23], p. 679
“… take in information in seemingly unconnected fragments (…) in large holistic leaps” [24], p. 289
“… [are inclined to focus] upon global, large-predicate rules” [25], p. 93
“… are assimilating information from many topics in order to learn the 'aim' topic” [26], p. 130
In general
“The enigma lies in the invariance of personal style” [25], p. 90
“(…) yet [the students] consistently prefer a particular type of learning strategy (…)” [26], p. 132
“(…) competence in using a strategy does not always go alongside disposition to adopt it” [26], p. 132
“(…) some students are disposed to act 'like holists' (…) and others 'like serialists' (…), with more or less
success.” [26], p. 133
“Strategic match or mismatch showed an influence upon learning - mismatch leading to difficulty in
understanding and sometimes to complete misunderstanding of relevant topics” [25], p. 88
“The matched consistently performed better than the mismatched” [25], p. 88
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Table 1 presents an overview of the collected evidence related to learning style that
is relevant in the context of the SPMT. From this table it can be concluded that - in
contrast to sequential learners - global learners (i) work in intuitive leaps, (ii) do not
use a steady pace, (iii) work on seemingly unconnected fragments, (iv) do not
necessarily work in consecutive blocks, and (v) work globally.
Literature on learning style also suggests (i) that one’s learning style is rather
invariant, (ii) that one can apply a mismatching learning strategy, and (iii) that
applying a mismatching strategy often has negative consequences. Furthermore, the
literature implies that serial learners may often be field-dependent (see further).
4.2

Field dependency

Field dependency is defined by Witkin, et al. as “the extent to which the
surrounding organized field has influenced the person’s perception of an item within
it” [27], p. 6. It indicates the ease with which someone can abstract from details (i.e.,
the surrounding field). It is usually measured with the Hidden Figures Test [28] in
which a participant has to find simple figures in a complex pattern of lines. The
amount of figures that were not discovered (in the provided time) is expressed as a
percentage, which quantifies someone’s field dependency.
Table 2. Overview of relevant knowledge related to field dependency
Field-independent learners…
“… profit less from such a teaching approach [providing students with a plan]” [27], p. 23
“… discern discrete parts of the field, distinct from the organized background” [29], p. 239
“… are also more focused and disciplined learners” [29], p. 239
“… are characterized by a longer attention span and a greater contemplative disposition” [29], p. 239
“… depend more on internal than external cues” [29], p. 239
“… are likely to overcome the organization of the field, or to restructure it” [27], p. 9
Field-dependent learners…
“… profit more from ‘providing students with a plan’ ” [27], p. 23
“… engage a global organization of the (…) field, and perceive parts of the field as fluent” [29], p. 239
“… have short attention spans, are easily distracted (…)” [29], p. 239
“… depend on the cues and structure from their environment” [29], p. 239
“… tend to adhere to the organization of the field as given” [27], p. 9
In general
“(…) evidence of self-consistency in performance across tasks” [27], p. 6
“People are likely to be quite stable in their preferred mode of perceiving, even over many years” [27], p. 7
“This does not imply that they are unchangeable; indeed, some may easily be altered” [27], p. 15
“(…) it seems easily possible to induce FD persons to use an hypothesis-testing approach by as simple a
means as providing directions to use such an approach” [27], p. 26
“(…) that relatively FD and FID persons tend to favor different learning approaches” [27], p. 27
“The approaches (…) do not necessarily make for better achievement” [27], p. 27
“(…) a better learning outcome than others seems to depend rather on the specific characteristics of the
learning tasks and the particular circumstances under which learning takes place” [27], p. 27
“(…) teaching students to use problem-solving strategies most appropriate to their styles” [27], p. 15

Table 2 presents an overview of the collected relevant evidence related to field
dependency. From this table it can be concluded that - in contrast to field-independent
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people - field-dependent people (i) apply the given order, (ii) work in connected parts,
and (iii) have a short attention span. It also appears that they have a high desire for
structure (nfs-1) and have a high reaction to missing structure (nfs-2) (see further).
Similar to learning style literature, it is stated (i) that one’s field dependency is
rather stable by nature, (ii) but it can be changed, (iii) and changing it may be rather
easy, (iv) that the field dependency influences the selected learning approach, (v) but
the effect of the selected approach on learning success may be limited, and (vi) that
these learning effects are also considered for problem solving.
4.3

Need for structure

Need for structure is defined by Thompson, et al. as the extent to which “an
individual (…) prefers structure and clarity in most situations, with ambiguity and
grey areas proving troublesome and annoying” [30], p. 20. It falls apart in two
orthogonal factors: the desire for structure (nfs-1) and reaction to missing structure
(nfs-2), which are jointly measured via the 12 questions of the Personal Need for
Structure Scale of [31]. For both factors an integer score between 1 (low nfs) and 6
(high nfs) is calculated as the mean of the answers to the applicable 6-point Likertscale questions.
Table 3. Overview of relevant knowledge related to Personal Need for Structure
People with low need for structure…
“… might be less confident in their most accessible judgments” [30], p. 30
“… would be motivated to consider alternative judgments” [30], p. 30
“… their impressions are less reflective of the classic assimilation effect because they do not simply and
confidently draw new information into the category that is the most readily available” [30], p. 30
People with high need for structure…
“… tend to freeze on the first available explanation” [30], p. 30
“… are confident in their decision” [30], p. 30
“… are unlikely to search for further alternative judgements” [30], p. 30
“… may be more likely to stereotype in ambiguous situations than are low-PNS individuals” [31], p. 124
“… are likely to pay attention to structure-relevant and structure-consistent information” [31], p. 126
“… actively gather structure-consistent information” [31], p. 126
“… use confirmatory hypothesis-testing styles” [31], p. 126
“… are particularly likely to interpret ambiguous information as being structure consistent” [31], p. 126
“… expend great efforts to discount information perceived as being structure inconsistent” [31], p. 126

As can be derived from the collected relevant evidence about need for structure
presented in Table 3, people with a relatively high need for structure are (i) more
confident in their decisions and (ii) are biased towards information that confirms their
initial thoughts.
This concludes the section that presents the theoretical background for the
construction of the prescriptive theory. Based on the accumulated knowledge about
process modeling styles, structured process modeling and the relevant cognitive
drivers, the next section presents the developed prescriptive process modeling theory.
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5

From a descriptive to a prescriptive theory

The goal of the prescriptive theory is to support the development of a qualityoriented practical process modeling method. In accordance to the Structured Process
Modeling Theory, the general strategy of this method will be to divide the task of
process modeling into subtasks (i.e., to serialize modeling), and to perform this
approach in a consistent and logical way (i.e., in a structured way). Furthermore, the
way the modeling is serialized and structured has to fit with the three identified
cognitive drivers. The prescriptive theory contains the knowledge that describes how
to determine which process modeling approach fits with these cognitive drivers.
The evidence presented in Section 4, shows that the learning style partially
determines one’s field dependency and in its turn the field dependency determines the
need for structure. Therefore, the instructions of the prescriptive theory will consider
the cognitive drivers in this order.
5.1

Learning style

The general suggested approach is derived from the modeler’s learning style. After
carefully studying the identified process modeling styles (see Section 3.1), it was
discovered that each style fits all the described needs of a certain type of learner (see
Section 4).
Practically, this results in next instructions (recall that the learning style of a
subject is expressed as an integer odd number between -11 and +11):
§ If a modeler’s learning style score is between -11 and -5 (global learner),
the modeler is instructed to apply the aspect-oriented process modeling style.
§ If a modeler’s learning style score is between -3 and +3,
the modeler is instructed to apply the combined process modeling style.
§ If a modeler’s learning style score is between +5 and +11 (sequential learner),
the modeler is instructed to apply the flow-oriented process modeling style.
5.2

Field dependency

The field dependency of a modeler defines additional guidelines to be implemented
in combination with the general modeling style determined by the learning style.
Based on the collected evidence (see Section 0), next directions are added to the
flow-oriented, aspect-oriented or combined process modeling style (recall that the
field dependency is measured with a real number between 0 and 1):
§ If a modeler’s score is between 0.5 and 1.0 (relatively field-dependent),
the modeler is instructed to take frequent short breaks and to work on smaller
parts at once (because of the short attention span), to model in the provided
order and to try to keep all the parts of the model connected while modeling.
§ If a modeler’s score is between 0.0 and 0.5 (relatively field-independent),
the modeler is instructed to not be afraid to create the model in one take, to not
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be afraid to skip parts temporarily, to not be afraid to be working all over the
model, working in big parts or working on different parts in parallel.
Note how we chose to formulate the instructions for field-independent modelers in
the form of ‘not be afraid to’ instead of ‘try to’ because it doesn’t make sense to
instruct these modelers for instance to work all over the place.
5.3

Need for Structure

Whereas the evidence that was found for learning style and field dependency can
be considered prescriptive because it includes references to matching and
mismatching behavior (see Sections 4 and 0), the collected evidence about need for
structure seems to only describe how people behave given their personal need for
structure (see Section 0). Therefore, it will be used in the prescriptive theory only to
warn the modelers in order to create awareness, rather than translating it into concrete
guidelines. Moreover, we feel that the evidence relates more to the desire for structure
(nfs-1) variable than to the reaction to missing structure (nfs-2) variable.
Next information complements the previous instructions (recall that the desire for
structure is quantified as an integer score between 1 and 6):
§ If a modeler has a nfs-1 score between 1 and 3 (low desire for structure),
the modeler is informed that the guidelines provided may not feel natural, but
yield a high potential improvement and the modeler is requested to do an effort
to apply the instructions carefully.
§ If a modeler has a nfs-1 score between 4 and 6 (high need for structure),
the modeler is informed that the guidelines may feel familiar, because she may
already apply them and the modeler is requested to consider them as an
instrument to perfect her current structured modeling style.
5.4

Summary

The prescriptive guidelines are summarized below.
Learning(style(
…(between(811(and(85(
! apply%aspect*oriented%
process%modeling%style%
…(between(83(and(+3(
! apply%combined%process%
modeling%style%
…(between(8+5(and(+11(
! apply%ﬂow*oriented%
process%modeling%style%

Field(dependency(

Desire(for(structure(

…(between(0.5(and(1(
! take%frequent%short%breaks%
! work%on%small%parts%at%once%
! model%in%provided%order%
! keep%all%model%parts%connected%

…(between(1(and(3(
! guidelines%may%feel%unnatural%
! high%poten8al%improvement%
! do%eﬀort%to%apply%them%

…(between(0(and(0.5(
! create%model%in%one%take%
! work%in%big%parts%
! skip%parts%temporarily%
! work%all%over%the%place%

…(between(4(and(6(
! guidelines%may%feel%familiar%
! may%already%be%applied%
! consider%them%for%perfec8ng%

Fig. 1. Summary of the prescriptive structured process modeling guidelines
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Conclusion

The research presented in this paper focuses on human aspects of business process
modeling. Real-life processes are often complex and it appears to be hard for humans
to construct high quality models representing the processes. Therefore, we are
developing a practical method for process modeling based on scientific theories about
the human mind. The literature suggests that changing someone’s modeling approach
may be “as simple (…) as providing directions to use such an approach” [27], p. 26.
One crucial step in this development is thus the formulation of the prescriptive theory
that forms the basis of the method. This paper describes the transformation from the
existing explanatory Structured Process Modeling Theory (SPMT) towards a
prescriptive theory, which is summarized in Fig. 1.
The theory was built from the SPMT and various sources in the cognitive
psychology literature. It thus combines existing knowledge in a fundamentally new
way. According to Gregor, et al. such a transformation from an explanatory towards a
prescriptive theory is feasible and it should be evaluated against innovativeness,
utility and persuasiveness. However, in order to perform an extensive evaluation of
the prescriptive theory, it first needs to be embedded in the practical method.
Therefore, a thorough validation of the theory is out of the scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, we can already report on some initial results. Indeed, the method that
will use the theory that is the contribution of this paper is currently under
development. It consists of a digital workflow starting with the measurement of a
modeler’s cognitive preferences, selecting a fitting process modeling strategy based
on the prescriptive theory presented in this paper, learning the strategy via a one-hour
interactive digital tutorial and applying the strategy on a modeling case.
The initial results are promising and indicate (i) that it seems possible to accurately
measure one’s cognitive preferences in an automated digital way, (ii) that it indeed
seems possible to change a modeler’s modeling style with a limited intervention in the
form of a digital tutorial, and (iii) that this indeed has a significant beneficial effect on
modeling quality. This confirms the utility of the developed prescriptive theory.
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